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RESEARCH PAPER 

➤ This research is an 
examination of practices of 
localization of Khan 
Academy educational 
website from English 
language into Armenian. 
This study addresses what is 
the best way to translate, 
determine better processes of 
the software application 
development. The practical 
application goes through 
localization procedures of 
Khan Academy Armenia and 
evaluating its effectiveness. 



METHODOLOGY 

➤ The case study was a direct exploration of localization platforms 

related to Khan Academy project - crowdin.org platform and Khan 

Academy’s localization tools developed by their engineers

➤ Investigation of accumulated translated data of Khan Academy 

localization from English language into Armenian (more than 3 

million translated data)

➤ During the study two main areas examined: provided 

internationalization tools, technical solution and localization 

management system 

http://crowdin.org


KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS  

➤ Internationalization 

(i18n)/globalization (g11n)

➤ Localization

➤ Translation memory (TM)

➤ Machine translation (MT)

➤ User experience (UX)

➤ Computer assisted translation (CAT)

➤ User interface (UI)



KHAN ACADEMY EDUCATIONAL PLATFORM 

➤ Khan Academy platform is 

being localized in more than 36 

languages throughout the world 

➤ Khan Academy localization 

international team has more 

than 10,212 community of 

translators, 112 localization 

managers and annually it 

translates 57,650,000 words, 

out of which 36,126,000 is 

approved and published 

➤ crowdin.org is their 

outsourcing localization 

company 

http://crowdin.org


CROWDIN LOCALIZATION MANAGEMENT PLATFORM 

➤Crowdin is a localization 

management platform, which 

offers services to software, 

web site, apps, video games 

to localize their content into 

different languages. 



EVALUATION OF LOCALIZATION OF 

KHAN ACADEMY ARMENIA 

1. Localization tools - provided services of crowding.org. Understand 

the effectiveness of tools like automated translation, machine 

translation suggestion, translation memory and unified glossary, 

terminology for translators. 

2. Localization management solutions - providing high quality and 

cost-effective solutions for the project where translation and 

localization processes more efficiently can take place. 

http://crowding.org


➤ In any source string translators can see automated 

translation suggestions and anything that was translated 

before head. They also are able to see where the context 

will appear in the platform 

➤ Translation memory can sometimes be a misleading tool, 

because it includes both approved and not approved data

➤ Machine translation can be helpful, but they always need 

to be double checked, because the system is not 100% 

accurate

MACHINE TRANSLATION (MT) AND TRANSLATION 

MEMORY (TM) TOOLS OF CROWDIN



MACHINE TRANSLATION (MT) AND TRANSLATION 

MEMORY (TM) TOOLS OF CROWDIN 



➤ Crowdin does not support 

image localization processes if 

it is embedded with English 

texts. 

➤ Even though Khan Academy’s 

external platforms support 

image localization, however 

they must convert all image 

texts into source string. 

Remaking the image can cause 

proper image size, additional 

bug issues and in some 

instances irreversible 

translation errors. 

IMAGE LOCALIZATION EMBEDDED 

WITH TEXTS



IMAGE LOCALIZATION EMBEDDED 

WITH TEXTS



➤ Localization files of Crowdin

does not reflect the content 

structure of Khan Academy,  that 

is why Khan Academy’s 

engineering team built additional 

platform for translators. 

➤ It provides more data about 

translation and more efficient for 

task management 

REQUIREMENT OF CREATING ADDITIONAL 

LOCALIZATION PLATFORMS BY KHAN ACADEMY 

ENGINEERS 



REQUIREMENT OF CREATING ADDITIONAL 

LOCALIZATION PLATFORMS BY KHAN ACADEMY 

ENGINEERS 
Khan Academy’s translation 

dashboard
crowdin.org

http://crowdin.org


➤ Khan Academy’s translation dashboard is more structured and 

convenient to use, because in almost 18 million words data it was 

necessary to build localization platform which reflects the 

architecture of the software 

➤ Two platforms provide machine translation, however both of them 

have high frequency errors, and in some cases it is better to avoid 

using them. 

➤ Even though other additional platforms are built, still they must 

make sure that all the data synchronizes throughout all systems. 

REQUIREMENT OF CREATING ADDITIONAL 

LOCALIZATION PLATFORMS BY KHAN ACADEMY 

ENGINEERS 



MODELING MORE EFFICIENT LOCALIZATION 

MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS 



KHAN ACADEMY ARMENIA - VIDEO 

LOCALIZATION



CONCLUSIONS FROM CASE STUDY

➤ For Khan Academy outsourcing localization is not cost-effective 

solution. As their platform data and structure has become more 

complex, they must make sure that localization always takes part 

in their product development processes. 

➤ This way also engineers will find more efficient solutions related 

to technical abilities of the platform, in debugging processes, and 

bring more unified solutions. 

➤ Besides technical support, localization management procedures 

must constantly measure their work efficiency, because with rapid 

technological developments translation team can miss out cost-

effective ways of executing the project. 



➤ Software is rapidly 

developing industry, thus 

any innovation with it brings 

new challenges to 

localization. 

➤ Machine translation 

industry has promising 

future, however its benefits 

for many languages may 

not be useful in the near 

future. 
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